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FOUNDATIONS OF BQO THEORY

ALBERTO MARCONE

Abstract. In this paper we study the notion of better-quasi-ordering (bqo)
originally defined by Nash-WUliams [14]. In particular we consider the ap-
proximation to this concept given by the notion of a -wqo, for a a countable
indecomposable ordinal [15]. We prove that if a quasi-ordering Q is a -wqo
then Q<a is wqo, thereby obtaining a new proof of Nash-Williams' theorem
that Q bqo implies Q (the set of all countable transfinite sequences of ele-
ments of Q) bqo. We show that for a < a', a' -wqo is properly stronger than
a -wqo. We also show that the definition of a -wqo (and therefore also of bqo)
can be modified by considering only barriers with a nice additional property.
In the last part of the paper we establish a conjecture of Clote [3] by proving

that the set of indices for recursive bqos is complete n^.

The most natural generalization of the notion of weU-ordering to partial or-
derings is the concept of well-quasi-ordering or wqo. A binary relation is a
quasi-ordering if it is reflexive and transitive (it is a partial ordering if it is also
antisymmetric) and a quasi-ordering is wqo if it contains no infinite descending
sequences and no infinite antichains (sets of mutually incomparable elements).
Ramsey's theorem impUes that a quasi-ordering Q is wqo if and only if for any
function / : N -> Q mere exist n < m such that f(n) <q f(m). For a history
of the notion of wqo see [5]; for a survey of wqo (and bqo) theory see [10] and

[16].
Unfortunately the notion of wqo does not enjoy nice closure properties: when

we apply an operation in some sense "irifinitary" to a wqo we cannot expect the
resulting quasi-ordering to be wqo. This shortcoming prompted Nash-Williams,
in a sequence of papers culminating in [14], to introduce the notion of better-
quasi-ordering or bqo, i.e., weU-quasi-ordering of a particularly weU-behaved
kind. Since then a vast theory of bqos has been developed and has provided
the tools for proving that many natural quasi-orderings are bqo, and a fortiori
wqo. One of the most important results in this area is Laver's theorem [6]
establishing Fraïssé's conjecture that the class of countable linear orders is wqo
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under embeddability. In recent years the original definition of bqo formulated
by Nash-WiUiams, which has a strong combinatorial flavor, has been substituted
by an equivalent definition, formulated originaUy by Simpson in [22], which
uses Borel maps and aUows the use of many powerful tools from descriptive set
theory in bqo theory. This new approach has spurred a new wealth of results,
e.g., see [7]. In this paper we wiU use Nash-WiUiams' original definition because
it lends itself nicely to the fine analysis of the notion of bqo we are pursuing.

In [15] Pouzet proved the basic result that Q is bqo if and only if Ô, the
set of all countable transfinite sequences of elements of Q quasi-ordered by
embeddability, is wqo (indeed the need for Q to be wqo is what led Nash-
WiUiams to the definition of bqo). In the same paper Pouzet defined the notion
of a -wqo for a countable ordinal a. This notion, which is most interesting
when a is an indecomposable ordinal (i.e., a = coß for some ß), is a natural
approximation of the notion of bqo: Q is bqo if and only if it is a -wqo for
all countable a. Moreover co -wqo coincides with wqo. Section 1 contains the
definition of a -wqo and some basic technical results which will be used in the
foUowing sections.

Reference [15] contains a proof that if Q<a (the subset of Q consisting of
sequences of length less than a) is wqo then Q is a -wqo. The converse of this
result was stated by Pouzet but no proof of it ever appeared: we wiU prove it as
Theorem 2.8. The proof of Theorem 2.8 leads to a proof of Nash-WiUiams' the-
orem "if Q is bqo then Q is bqo" which is more effective than the usual ones
which make use of the so-caUed minimal bad array lemma. In particular our
proof can be formalized in the subsystem of second order arithmetic II} -CAo
(see [9] for details on this formalization), while the classical proof appears to re-
quire the stronger system Tl\ - CAo • Shore [21] has proved that Nash-WUliams'
theorem (even restricted to the special case where Q is a singleton) impUes
(over the weak base system RCAo ) the (properly weaker than n} -CAo ) sys-
tem ATRo and we conjecture that our proof can indeed be carried out in ATRo,
thereby establishing the exact logical strength of this basic result of bqo theory.
Some partial results towards establishing this conjecture are contained in [9].
Reference [3] contains a proof in ATRo of Nash-WiUiams' theorem but unfor-
tunately that proof is incorrect, as Gote himself has acknowledged (personal
communication). For general background on the various subsystems of second
order arithmetic mentioned above see, e.g., [23].

The examples given by Pouzet to show that the notions of a -wqo and a' -wqo

are distinct when a # a' are indecomposable, are unfortunately incorrect, and
we replace them in §3: it appears that finding an explicit and uniform defini-
tion (analogous to the one originally proposed by Pouzet) for these examples
is hopeless, and thus we resort to a different technique, which is based on a
new result obtained by Pouzet [17] that links quasi-ordering to arbitrary binary
relations and is proved in §1. The results of §§2 and 3 together show that Q
bqo is not equivalent to Q<a wqo for any countable a.

In §4 we give an alternative but equivalent definition of the notion of a -wqo
by substituting Nash-WUliams' barriers with the smooth barriers defined in §3,
which have some nice additional properties. Obviously this substitution leads
also to an alternative definition of the notion of bqo that could simpUfy the
proofs of some results of bqo theory.
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In §5 we show that the notion of bqo is indeed more complex than that of
wqo by proving that the set of indices for recursive bqos is complete n^ (the
corresponding set for wqo is clearly n| ). This was conjectured by Clote in [3].
It is possible that this set will play for n^ a role analogous to that played by
the set of indices for recursive weU-orderings for IT}, namely that to prove that

a set is complete Tl\ it wiU be natural to reduce to it the set of recursive bqos.
Similar results are obtained for the set of all bqos on N (viewed as a subset
of the Cantor space 2W). The proof uses some of the techniques introduced
in §§1, 3, and 4 and in particular Pouzet's theorem and the concept of smooth
barrier.

1. Basic definitions and technical results

Notation. If 5 is a finite sequence (i.e., a function with domain a natural num-
ber) we denote by \h(s) its length and, for every / < lh(s), by s(i) its (i + l)th
element. Then we write this sequence as s = (s(0),..., s(\h(s) — 1)). If j and
t are finite sequences we write s Q t if s is an initial segment of t, i.e., if
lh(s) < lh(f) and Vi < lh(s) s(i) = f(i). We write s ç t if the range of s is
a subset of the range of t, i.e., if Vi < \h(s) 3; < \h(t) s(i) = t(j). s nt and
ici have the obvious meanings and we extend these notations also to the case
where t is an infinite sequence (i.e., a function with domain N).

We write s~t for the concatenation of s and t, i.e., the sequence u such
that lh(tt) = lh(s)+lh(f), for every /' < ïh(s) u(i) = s(i) and for every i < \h(t)
u(lh(s) + i) = t(i).

If s is a finite sequence and i < lh(s) we denote by s[i] the initial segment
of s of length /, i.e., the unique sequence t such that t Ç s and \h(t) = i.
If lh(j) > 0 we denote by ,s the sequence obtained from s by deleting its
first element, i.e., ms = (s(l),..., s(Vh(s) - 1)). These notations are extended
to infinite sequences as weU. 2<w (resp. 2m) denotes the set of aU finite (resp.
infinite) sequences of 0 's and 1 's. Similarly co<0> and cow denote the sets of
sequences of elements of N.

If X ç N we denote as usual by [X]<(0 (resp. [X]w) the set of aU finite
(resp. infinite) subsets of X. Throughout this paper we will identify a subset
of N with the unique sequence enumerating it in increasing order. Therefore
if s e [N]<(ü we have that lh(i) is the cardinahty of s and, for j < \h(s), s(i)
is the (/ + l)th least element of s. SimUarly if X e [Nf then X(i) is the
(/' + l)th least element of X.

If n e N we write 2" (resp. co") for the set of aU sequences of 2<03 (resp.
co<m) of length n and [X]" for the set of aU elements of [X]<(° of cardinality
n.

Definition. If B is a subset of [N]<0> we denote by base(B) the set

{n | 3s e B 3/ < lh(s) s(i) = n).

The foUowing definitions are basic for bqo theory and were first given by
Nash-WUliams in [13] and [14], where the notion of better quasi-ordering was
introduced.

Definition. A set B ç [N]<£ü is a block if it satisfies the following conditions:

(1) base(2?) is infinite;
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(2) WX e [base(5)f IseBsnX;
(3) Vs,teBs£t.

B isa barrier if it satisfies (1), (2), and

(3)'   Vs,teBs£t.

Since set impUes set it is immediate that every barrier is a block. Notice
that if B is a block and Y e [base(2?)]£ö there exists a unique block B' ç B
suchthat base(5') = Y, namely B' = {s eB \s cY}. Notice also that if B
is a barrier then B' is also a barrier and we say that B' is a subbarrier of B.

The foUowing results are essentiaUy due to Nash-WiUiams [12]. Reference
[2] is an in-depth analysis of these theorems and contains full proofs of them.

Theorem 1.1.

(1) If B isa block and B = BxöB2 then there exists a block B' such that
either B' Ç Bx or B' CB2.

(2) If B is a barrier and B = Bx U B2 then there exists a barrier B' such
that either B' ç Bx or B' ç B2.

Proof. (1) is essentiaUy the so-called clopen Ramsey theorem, see, e.g., [22,
Theorem 9.6] or [4, 3.2.3]. (2) foUows from (1) because any block contained in
a barrier is a barrier.   D

Lemma 1.2 [13]. Every block contains a barrier.

Proof. Let B be a block: define Bt = {s eB \ Vt e B t <£s}. By Theo-
rem 1.1(1) there exists a block B' such that either B' ç Bx or B'nBx = 0. In
the first case B' is a barrier and thus it suffices to show that B'nBx = 0 leads
to a contradiction.

If B' n Bx = 0 let so e B' be such that lh(s0) = min{ lh(s) | s e B'}. Since
So $ Bx there exists t e B such that tes. Obviously lh(r) < lh(so) • Since
B' ç B is a block we must have t e B', thereby contradicting the minimality
of lh(i0) •   a

Definition. We define the lexicographic ordering of finite sequences as follows:
if j and t are finite sequences s <¿ t if and only if either í ç t or for some
i < min{lh(j), lh(0} we have s[i] = t[i] and s(i) < t(i).

Clearly, <¿ is a linear ordering. The foUowing fart was first noticed in [15].

Lemma 13. Every block is well-ordered by the lexicographic ordering.

Proof. Let B be a block and suppose C ç B has no minimal element with
respect to <¿. Define by recursion a sequence of numbers by

nk = min{n\3s e C {n0,..., nk-X ,n)c.s}.

Since C has no minimal element with respect to <¿ this definition produces
an infinite set X = {nk \ k e N}. Since B is a block there exists t e B such
that t c. X. This leads to a contradiction with condition (3) in the definition
of block.   D

Definition. If B is a block let o. t.(B) be the ordinal type of the lexicographic
ordering of B. o.t.(5) is a countable ordinal.

It is obvious that if B and B' are blocks such that B' CB then o.t.(R') <
o.t.(B).
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WhUe the order type of a block can be any countable limit ordinal the possible
order types of barriers are much more restricted, as the foUowing result shows.

Lemma 1.4 [1]. The order types of barriers are exactly the ordinals of the form
co$ . n where 0 < ß < cox, 0 < n <co, and if ß <co then n = 1.

Since every barrier of order type co? • n with n > 1 contains a subbar-
rier of order type to* , the barriers of indecomposable order type are the most
important.

The foUowing definition is a key ingredient in the definition of better quasi-
ordering and was formulated by Nash-Williams in [13].

Definition. Let s, t e [N]<ü> : we write s < t if there exists s' e [N]<m such
that s=s' and t ç, s'.

Let us remark explicitly that < is neither reflexive nor transitive: we have
(3,5,6) < (5,6,8,9) < (6,8) but (3,5,6) ¿i (6,8). If 5 and t are
members of a barrier and s < t holds then \h(s) < lh(i).

Definition. If B is a block let B2 = {sût \ s, te B As < t}. B2 is a block
and if t e B2 there are unique no(t), nx(t) e B such that / = no(t)Unx(t) aad

7Io(0<*l(')-

Notice that if B is a barrier then B2 is also a barrier.

Definition. Let R be a binary relation on a set Q, B a block, and f:B->Q.
We say that the map / is good with respect to R if there exist s,teB such
that s < t and f(s)Rf(t). If R is clear from the context we suppress its
mention. If / is not good then we say that it is bad. f is perfect if for every
s,teB such that s < t we have f(s) R f(t).

Lemma 1.5. Let R be a binary relation on a set Q, B a block (resp. barrier)
and f:B-*Q. There exists B' ç B such that B' is a block (resp. barrier) and
f f B' is either bad or perfect with respect to R.

Proof. Let B, = {t € B2 \ f(n0(t))Rf(nx(t))} and B2 = B2 \ Bx. By Theo-
rem 1.1 there exists a block (resp. barrier) B" Q B2 such that either B" ç Bx

or B" ç B2. Let B' = { s e B | s c base(5")} : B' is a block (resp. barrier).
If B" ç Bx then f \ B' is perfect, if B" ç B2 then f \ B' is bad.   G

Definition. Let a be a countable ordinal and R a binary relation on a set Q.
R is an a-well relation if for every barrier B with o.t.(B) < a, every map
/ : B -» Q is good with respect to R. If for every o R is an a -weU relation
we say that R is a better relation. If R is a quasi-ordering, i.e., it is reflexive
and transitive, the above notions are denoted a-wqo and bqo and are the main
object of study in this paper. If a = co we write just well-relation and wqo.

In light of Lemma 1.2 (and of the fact that every barrier is a block) the
definition of a -well relation could be given using maps which have as domain
a block instead of a barrier (indeed this was Nash-WiUiams' first definition of
bqo, but soon he found out that barriers were more convenient than blocks).
In §4 we wül show that we can further restrict ourselves to a particular kind of
barriers (the smooth barriers defined in §3) in giving these definitions.

Obviously if ß < a and R is an a -weU relation then R is also a ß -weU
relation.
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Notice that for linear orderings the notions of wqo and bqo coincide with
that of weU-ordering.

Lemma 1.6. Let a be a countable ordinal and R and R' be two a-well relations
on the same set Q. Then the relation S = Rf\ R' (i.e., the relation such that
qSq' holds if and only if both qRq' and qR'q' hold) is also an a-well relation.

Proof. Let B be a barrier with o.l.(B) < a and f : B -* Q. By Lemma 1.5
there exists a barrier B' ç B such that f \ B' is either bad or perfect with
respect to R. Since R is an a -weU relation f \ B' must be perfect with
respect to R. Since R! is an a -weU relation there exist s,t e B' such that
s < t and f(s)R! f(t) : then f(s)Sf(t) holds and / is good with respect to
5.   D

A basic technique of bqo theory is the so-called minimal bad array lemma,
which asserts that if bad maps exist then there exist bad maps with certain
minimality properties. This method of proof is originally due to Nash-WiUiams:
for a treatment in which this idea is explicitly isolated see, e.g., [10]. In our
study of a -wqos we need a version of this result in which only subbarriers of
a given barrier are used: this is actuaUy a generalization of one of the earlier
results of Nash-WiUiams [13, Lemma 24].

Definition. Let (Q, ■<) be a quasi-ordering. A quasi-ordering <' on Q is
compatible with ^ if it is weU-founded and for every q, q' e Q we have
q <' q' implies q ■< q'. In this situation if / and g are maps from bar-
riers into Q we write / <' g if dom(f) ç dom(g) and Vj e dom(f)
(f(s) = g(s) V f(s) <' g(s)). We write / <' g if / <' g and / # g \ dom(f).
A map / from a barrier into Q is locally minimal bad with respect to <' if
/ is bad (with respect to ■<) and there is no g <' f which is bad.

The following lemma is our version of the minimal bad array lemma: the
proof is an adaptation to our situation of the proof of Theorem 2.19 in [10].

Lemma 1.7. In the situation of the preceding definition if B is a barrier and
f:B-*Q is bad then there exists g <' f which is locally minimal bad with
respect to <'.

Proof. We define a sequence of bad maps /„ such that fo = f and fn+x <' fn ■
If this sequence is finite then its last element is locally minimal bad; otherwise
we wiU define a bad map fm such that for all « fa><' fn and this map wiU be

locaUy minimal bad. For every n we denote the barrier dom(f„) by B„.
Suppose fn has been defined: if f„ is locally minimal bad the sequence ter-

minates. Otherwise there exists a bad g„ : C„ -> Q such that g„ <' f„ . We pick
gn so that the number k„ = min{ k\3se C„(g„(s) <' fn(s) Ak= s(\h(s) - 1))}
is as small as possible. Now let Bn+i ç Bn be the unique barrier such that

base(Bn+i) = base(C„) U {kebase(Bn) \ k<kn}. Let A„ = {s e Cn
\s(fh(s) -\)>k„} and define f„+x : B„+i -» Q as follows:

Jn+l{S)-\fn(s)     ifS*An.

Clearly f„+l <' f„. We claim that fn+x is bad. To show this let s,te B„+i
be such that s <t. There are three different possibilities.

(1) If s e An then also t e An and g„(s) i g„(t) implies f„+x(s) i fn+i(t).
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(2) If s i An and t i An then fn(s) ¿ f„(t) implies f„+i(s) if„+l(t).
(3) If s i A„ and te A„ then g„(t) <' fn(t) and hence gtt(t) ! f„(t).

On the other hand f„(s) ^ f„(t) and hence fn(s) 3* gn(t): that is,

fn+l(s) i fn+\(t) -

This proves the claim.
Now suppose the sequence {f„} has never terminated. Notice that kn < kn+i

and each k e N can be k„ only finitely many times because <' is well-founded
and there are only finitely many s e [N]<tu with k = s(lh(s) - 1 ). Therefore

UmB_oo k„ = +00.

Let Bw = C\„B„ and define fm: Bm -> Q by /w(i) = /„(i) for any n such
that k„ > s(\h(s) - 1) and hence Vm > n fm(s) = f„(s).

We claim that Bw is a barrier. First of aU notice that Vn k„ e base(5,a) and
hence base^) = f\n base(2?„) is infinite. If X ç básele) and s eB is such
that s c X then for every n s e B„ and hence s e Bw. The elements of
Bw, which is a subset of B, are incomparable under c and this completes the
proof of the claim.

To show that fw is bad let s, t e Bw be such that s < t. Take n so large

that f„(s) = Ms) and f„(t) = fm(t). Since /„ is bad we have Ms) ^ fm(t).
Now suppose g is bad and g <' fw : for some s e dom(g) we have g (s) <'

fco(s). Let k = $(lh(j)-l) : for some n we have k„> k and (since g <' f„) the
choice of gn did not respect the minimality of k„ . This contradiction proves
that fœ is locally minimal bad and completes the proof of the lemma.   D

The foUowing result is due to Pouzet [17, Theorem 7] and allows us to shift
from a binary relation which is a -weU to a quasi-ordering which is a -wqo.
Therefore whenever we need to find a quasi-ordering having certain properties
with respect to the notion of a -wqo it suffices to find a (not necessarily tran-
sitive) binary relation having the same properties with respect to the notion of
a -weU relation. The possibüity of studying arbitrary binary relations in place
of quasi-orderings in bqo theory was mentioned by Shelah in the introduction
of [20], but to our knowledge has never been developed.

Theorem 1.8. Let R be a reflexive binary relation on a countable set Q. There

exists a partial ordering < of the set Q which is uniformly primitive recursive

in Q and R and satisfies

(1) dt Ç R (as subsets ofQxQ) ;
(2) for every countable ordinal a, ■< is a -wqo if and only if R is an a -well

relation.

Proof. Let {q„} be an enumeration of Q and let # : Q —» N be the function
such that ir(qn) = n. We define < by primitive recursion as foUows: suppose
m < n and we have already established whether q¡ ;< q¡ for all i <m and j <

n and set qm < q„ if and only if qm R q„ and V/ < m (q¡ <qm —► qi<qn)-

If m > n then qm < q„ never holds.
It is clear that x is a partial ordering uniformly primitive recursive in Q

and R and that á ç R. For any countable ordinal a if ■< is a -wqo then
(since < ç R) R is an a -well relation.

Now suppose < is not a -wqo and let B be a barrier with o. t.(B) < a and
f:B—*Q be a bad map with respect to ^. ■< is well-founded and hence it is
a partial ordering compatible with itself. By Lemma 1.7 there exists a barrier
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B' ç B and a locaUy minimal bad map f':B' -► ß such that Vs e B' f'(s) ■<
f(s). Define a map h: B' -» [Q]<w by h(s) = {q\q< f'(s)}. h(s) e [ß]<ta
because it has at most #(/'($)) elements. On [Q]<(0 we define a quasi-ordering
:<* by setting X ■<* Y if and only if there exists a one-to-one map G : X -> y

such that for aU qeX q< G(q).

Sublemma. There exists a barrier B" Ç B' such that h \ B" is perfect with
respect to ;<*.

Proof. By Lemma 1.5 there exists a barrier B" ç B' on which h is either
bad or perfect. Suppose h \ B" is bad and consider the partial ordering given
by Q on [Q]<t0 : it is clearly compatible with ^*. Hence there is h' which
is below h and locaUy rninimal bad with respect to ç. Let C = dom(A').
For any s e C let g(s) be maximal (with respect to ;<) in h'(s) and set
h"(s) = h'(s) \ {g(s)}. Since h' is locally minimal bad h" is perfect on some
barrier C ç C and therefore g : C -* ß is bad with respect to ¿ • Moreover
for aU s e C we have g(s) e h'(s) ç h(s) and hence g(s) ■< f(s) : this
contradicts the minimality of /' and therefore h f B" is perfect.   D

Take B" satisfying the sublemma and consider /' : B" -» Q. Suppose to-
wards a contradiction that R is an a -weU relation: then by Lemma 1.6 the re-
lation R n {(q, q') | #(q) < #(q')} is also an a -weU relation on Q. Therefore

there exist s, t e B" such that s < t, f'(s)Rf(t) and #(f'(s)) < #(f'(t)).
Since h(s) <* h(t) we then have that Vi < #(f(s))(q¡ á f(s) — q¡ á f'(t)).
Hence the second condition in the definition of < is satisfied and f'(s) á /'(í)
holds. Therefore f is good, a contradiction.   □

Corollary 1.9. Let R be a reflexive binary relation on a countable set Q. There
exists a partial ordering -<QR of the set Q which is uniformly primitive recur-
sive in Q and R and is a bqo if and only if R isa better relation.

Proof. Immediate from the theorem.   D

Notice that the only use of the fact that our enumeration of Q is in order
type co in the proof of Theorem 1.8 is to guarantee that h(s) e [Q]<m. If
we can enumerate Q as {qa}a<ß for some (possibly uncountable) ordinal ß
in a way such that for every a < ß the set {a' < a \ qa<Rqa} is finite, the
proof works as well and we get a partial ordering < compatible with {qa} in
the sense that qa ■< qa< implies a <a' (obviously in this case ■< is primitive
recursive also in this enumeration).

Pouzet [17] has constructed binary relations on uncountable sets for which
Theorem 1.8 fails but has shown that corollary 1.9 holds also in the uncountable

case.

2. Q a -wqo implies Q<a wqo

Definition. If (Q, <q) is a quasi-ordering let Q be the set of all transfinite

countable sequences of elements of Q. We extend to the elements of ß the
notations we used for finite sequences: for example if a e Q we have that

lh((x) is a countable ordinal. If a is a countable ordinal let Q<a = { a e Q \

\h(o) < a }. Q is quasi-ordered by the embeddabiUty relation: a <o' if and
only if there exists a strictly increasing map / : lh(o-) -► lh(ff') such that for
every ß < \h(o) we have o(ß) <Q o'(f(ß)).
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One of the very first results of bqo theory is Nash-WUUams' theorem assert-
ing that if Q is bqo then Q is wqo [14]. The main goal of this section is
to prove that this theorem holds stage by stage, namely that for any countable
indecomposable ordinal a, if ß is a -wqo then Q<a is wqo (the reverse impU-
cation is due to Pouzet [15]). We will prove this result by establishing a chain
of implications starting with the following lemma, which for a = co is a basic
result of wqo theory known as Higman's theorem. Throughout this section a
wiU be a fixed countable indecomposable ordinal.

Lemma 2.1. If Q is a -wqo then Q<m is a -wqo.

Proof. Suppose Q<m is not a -wqo and let f : B -* Q<t0 be a bad mapping
with o.t.(B) < a. On Q<m Q is weU-founded and compatible with <. Hence

we may assume, by Lemma 1.7, that / is locaUy minimal bad with respect to

ç.
Clearly Is e B \h(f(s)) > 0 and we can define maps /': B — Q<(0 and

g: B -* Q such that for every s e B we have f(s) = f'(s)~(g(s)). Since ß
is a-wqo Lemma 1.5 implies that there exists a barrier B' ç B on which g is
perfect. The badness of / then requires f \ B' to be bad, contradicting the
minimality of f.    D

We now introduce two subsets of Q which are extremely useful for our proof.

Definition. If a e Q a tail of o is a sequence of the form (er(7))^<j.<ih(<T) for

some ß < lh(o-). A sequence er G ß is said to be indecomposable if it can
be embedded in each of its tails. The set of all indecomposable sequences is
denoted by J.

It is immediate to see that if o e S then lh(cr) is an indecomposable
ordinal.

Definition. We define a set %? ç Q by the foUowing inductive definition: the
sequence of length 0 and all sequences of length 1 are in 2? and if (an)n<w is

a sequence of elements of 2V such that V« 3m > n an < om (such a sequence
is called quasi-monotonic) then the sequence £„ a„ = Ob~0i • ■ • ~o-„~ -is also

in 2?. The elements of 2f are called hereditarily indecomposable sequences.

The hereditarily indecomposable sequences are analogous to the hereditarily
additively indecomposable countable linear orderings introduced by Laver in [6]
and used by Rosenstein [19, § 10.5] in his exposition of the proof of Fraïssé's con-
jecture. Indeed the proofs of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 (but not that of Lemma 2.4)
are just translations of the corresponding proofs given by Rosenstein for linear
orderings.

An easy induction on the definition of 2? shows that 2(f ç S. A coroUary
of our results wiU be that if ß is bqo then 2? = S holds.

Definition. If a is a countable ordinal we denote by 2?<a the set 2f n Q<a.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose a ,x eQ are such that a = Yina„, x = J£inxn, the second
sum is quasi-monotonic and a ■£ x. Then there exists no such that for all m

we have a^¿E„<mT»-

Proof. Suppose that for every n0 there is m such that a^ < £„<m *n '■ using

the quasi-monotonocity of the sequence (x„)„<w we have that for every «0
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and i there exists m such that o^ < 2Zi<n<m T« • This imPÜes that o < x, a
contradiction.   D

To perform the next step in our chain of implications we will also need a
simple combinatorial fact relating the width of an co -branching weU-founded
tree, as expressed by the lexicographic order type of its endnodes, to its height.

Definition. If F ç [N]<<a is a tree we denote by Lt the set of its leaves or
endnodes, i.e., LT = {s e T | V/i s~(n) £ T}. If T is weU-founded let ht(F)
be the countable ordinal representing the height of T, namely ht(F) = ht7-(( ))
where htr is defined recursively on T by

htT(s) = sup{htT(s~(n)) + 11 s~{n) eT}.

Lemma 23. If T isa well-founded tree and ht(F) < ß then o.\.(LT) < coß.

Proof. Straightforward induction on ß.   D

The core of our proof is contained in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. If Q<to is a -wqo then 2f<a is wqo.

Proof. Suppose 2f<Q is not wqo and let /: N -»• 2f<Q be a bad sequence. We
wiU define a sequence of bad maps fk: Bk -* 2?<a u Q<co, where Bk is a block

with base(Bk) = N. We start with B0 = [N]1 and f0 = f (we identify an
element of N with the singleton containing it).

Suppose that we have defined fk and Bk and let

Ck = {seBk\fk(s)eQ<t0},      Dk = {s e B\ \ fk(n0(s)) i ß«0}.

Set Bk+l = Ck U Dk . It is immediate to check that that Bk+l is a block and
base(B¿+i) = N. We define fk+x : Bk+l -> 2?<a u Q<ta by cases as foUows:

(1) If seCk let fk+i(s) = fk(s).
(2) If s e Dk and fk(m(s)) i Q«° we can write fk(n0(s)) = \Znon

and fk(nx(s)) = ¿Znxn with both sums quasi-monotonic. Since fk is
bad and no(s) < nt(s) we have 2^,non ¿ ¿Znxn an<* °y Lemma 2.2

there exists «o such that for every m we have o„0 £ ¿n<m T« • Let

fk+\(s)-cno.
(3) If s e Dk and A(*,(5)) e Q<w let n = lh(fk(nx(s))). Let fk+i(s) =

fk(n0(s))[n + 1] (so that lh(fk+l(s)) = n+l).

We claim that with this definition fk+i is bad. To see this suppose s, t e
Bk+l and s <t. We need to distinguish four different cases:

(1) If s, te Ck then fk+t(s) = fk(s) i fk(t) = fk+l(t).
(2) If 5 € Ck and t e Dk then s < no(t) and hence fk(s) £ fk(no(t)).

Moreover fk+l(t) < fk(n0(t)) and therefore /*+i(5) = fk(s) ¿ fk+i(t).
(3) If s e Dk and teCk we have nx(s) = t and hence in defining fk+x(s)

we use condition (3). Therefore lh(fk+x(s)) > lh(fk(t)) = lh(/*+1(0)
and we necessarily have fk+x(s) £ fk+i(t) ■

(A) If s, t e Dk we have nx(s) = no(t) and hence fk+x(s) is defined using
condition (2). Therefore if fk(no(t)) = ¿ZnT'> f°T every m we have

that fk+x(s) £ Y,„<m fn • On the other hand it is clear that for some m

fk+i(t) < T,n<m xn~- ̂^^ two facts imply fk+x(s) i fk+l(t).
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This completes the proof of the claim and our construction of the sequence of
bad maps.

Notice that if X e [Nf and for every k we define sk(X) to be the unique
sequence such that sk(X) e Bk and sk(X) c X, we have either sk(X) e Ck or

m(fk+x(sk+x(X)))<lh(fk(sk(X))).
Now let us define B = \JkCk. We claim that B is a block. To see this

notice that, by the above observation, for any X e [N]w there exists k such
that sk(X) e Ck : this implies that base(5) = N and that condition (2) in
the definition of block is satisfied. Condition (3) foUows from the fact that if

sk(X) e Ck then for all k' > k we have ski(X) = sk(X).
Define fw:B -* Q<m by setting fa(s) = fk(s) for the least (or any) k such

that seCk. It is immediate to check that fw is bad and hence if B' ç B is the
barrier given by Lemma 1.2 fw \ B' is also bad. Therefore to complete the proof
of the lemma it suffices to show that o. t.(B) < a, because then o. t.(B') < a as
weU. We begin by proving a couple of simple farts about our construction.

Sublemma 1. If s e Bk then \h(s) <k + l.

Proof. By induction on k. If k = 0 this is obvious. If s e Bk+i either s e
Ck ç Bk and hence \h(s) <k+i <k + 2 by induction hypothesis, or s e Dk ç
B\ and n0(s),nx(s) e Bk: hence lh(s) = max(lh(7t0(j)), lh(7Ti(s)) + 1)) <
Jfc + 2.   □

Sublemma 2. If s e Bk and \h(s) < k + 1 then s e Ck and hence Vfc' > k
seBk>.

Proof. By induction on k. If k = 0 the hypothesis never holds. Suppose

s e Bk+i and lh(.s) < k + 2. If s e Ck then also s e Ck+l. If s e Dk we have
no(s) fÉ Ck and by the induction hypothesis and Sublemma 1 \h(no(s)) = k+l.
Since \h(s) < \h(no(s)) we have 5 = no(s) and therefore nx(s) C 5. Therefore
lh(wi(i)) < k + 1 and, by the induction hypothesis, nx(s) e Ck . But then in
defining fk+x(s) we use condition (3) and fk+x(s) € Q<0). Therefore s e Ck+l
also in this case and the proof is complete.   □

Consider the set T = {( )} U \Jk Bk : we claim that F is a tree. Let s € T

and suppose s e Bk: by Sublemma 1 lh(s) < k + 1. We prove by induction
on í < lh(s) that s[i + 1] e B¡ c T. For / = 0 it is clear that s[l] e B0.
If /' < lh(s) - 1 and s[i + 1] € B¡ but s[i + 2] i Bi+i then, since Bi+\ is a
block, Sublemma 1 implies that s[i +\]e Bi+X. Sublemma 2 then impUes that
s[i + 1] e C¡+x and hence s[i + I] e Bk against s e Bk (since s[i +1]cj).
This completes the proof of our claim.

T is well-founded by the same argument which showed that B is a block

and indeed Lj = B. To prove that o.t.(R) < a we will use Lemma 2.3 and

thus it is convenient to write a = cofi. Then it suffices to show that ht(F) < ß.
To this end define an ordinal valued function g on T by

(ß   ifí = (>,

g(s) = < y    if for some k s eBk\B and lh( fk(s)) = coy,

lo   ifseB.

Then by induction on T we can prove Vs e T htr(s) < g(s) and hence
ht(F)<p\   Q
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The last step in our chain of implications is provided by the following
lemmas, which emphasize the importance of hereditarily indecomposable
sequences.

Lemma 2.5. If 2f<a is wqo then every element of Q<a can be written as the
concatenation of finitely many elements of 2f.

Proof. By Cantor's normal form theorem for ordinals it suffices to prove the
lemma for a such that lh(cr) = co? <a. We prove this by induction on ß. The

lemma is obvious when ß = 0. Given a with lh(cr) = coß > 1 we can write
o = 52„ct„ where for each n we have lh(ff„) < co*. By the induction hypothesis
every o„ can be written as the concatenation of finitely many elements of 2f
and hence we can assume that for every n we have an e 2?.

We claim that there exists m such that Vn > m 3n' > n o„ < an>. Indeed
if this is not the case we have Vm 3« > m Vn' > n an ¿ o„> and it is easy to
extract from (a„) a bad subsequence, against the fart that 2f<a is wqo.

The claim we just proved shows that for some m the sequence (on)n>m is

quasi-monotonic and hence J2n>m ff«^ • Therefore oo~- • ■ ~<*m~{12n>m °«)
expresses o as the concatenation of finitely many elements of 2f.   D

Corollary 2.6. If Q is a -wqo then 2f<a = Q<a n J*". If Q is bqo then ^ = Jr.

Proof. The second statement clearly foUows from the first.
It is clear that 2f<a ç Q<a n J*". Let a e Q<a n S : we need to prove

that a e 2t*. By Lemmas 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5 we can write o = o~o~-~a„
with a i e 2?. Suppose n > 0 (otherwise a e 2f immediately): since o e
J*" we have lh(crn) > 1 and hence we can write o„ = ¿^,mxm as a quasi-
monotonic sum of elements of 2?. Since a is indecomposable a < an and

hence for each /' < n there exists m¡ such that <r, < ¿Z,m<m T« • Let f¡

be an embedding witnessing this and let m < m¡ be the largest m such that
rng(yi)ndom(Tm) ^ 0. Then a tad of o¡ embeds in xm and since o¡■ e 2f ç J*"

we have o¡ < xm. Therefore the sequence (oo » • • • » cr»-i. To » *i » • • • ) is quasi-

monotonic and a = oo~ ■ ■ • ~an-i"{12m Tm) e2f.   o

Lemma 2.7. // 2f<a is wqo then Q<a is wqo.

Proof. If (a„) is a sequence in Q<a for every n we can write, by Lemma 2.5,
on = t„,o~- • • ~Tn,Jt„ where x„j e 2íf<0í. Since 2f<a is wqo Lemma 2.1 impUes

that (2f<a)<<a is also wqo: hence there exist n < m suchthat (t„?o, ..., *n,kn)

< {tm,o, •••, *m,km) (diis is just embeddabiüty between finite sequences) and

therefore a„ < am.   D

The foUowing is the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.8. For any indecomposable ordinal a and any quasi-ordering Q, Q
is a -wqo if and only if Q<a is wqo.

Proof. If ß is a-wqo Lemmas 2.1, 2.4 and 2.7 show that Q<a is wqo. For
the reverse implication see [15, III-4.1] or [4, §8.5].   D

Corollary 2.9 [15]. A quasi-ordering Q is bqo if and only if Q is wqo.

Proof. Immediate from the theorem, since ß is wqo if and only if for every
countable a Q<a is wqo.   D
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The techniques employed in the proof of Theorem 2.8, and in particular in
the proof of Lemma 2.4, can be generalized to yield a result of the following
form, whose proof we leave to the reader:

Theorem 2.10. For some ordinal valued function on pairs of countable ordinals
p we have: if Q is co^0'^ -wqo then Q<a° is co^ -wqo. A rough estimate on p
is given by p(a, ß) < ß • (a + 1).

Corollary 2.11 [14]. // ß is bqo then Q is bqo.

Proof. Immediate from the theorem.   G

3. a -WQOS WHICH ARE NOT BQOS

This section is devoted to the construction of partial orderings which show
that the notions of a -wqo for different indecomposable a are all distinct, i.e.,
that if ß < a are countable indecomposable ordinals there exists a partial
ordering which is ß -wqo but not a -wqo (the quasi-orderings defined to this
end in [15] are incorrect for a > co0'). This shows also that for no countable a
the notion of a -wqo is equivalent to that of bqo. Combining this result with
Theorem 2.8 we obtain also that for every countable indecomposable a there
exists a partial ordering ß such that Q<a is wqo but ß is not wqo.

If ß is a quasi-ordering which is not a -wqo but is ß -wqo for every ß < a
we can use the bad map showing that Q is not a -wqo to define a quasi-ordering
on a barrier B of order type a which Ues in the complement of < (in B x B)
and is ß-wqo for every ß < a. In light of Theorem 1.8 it suffices to find a
binary relation with these properties and hence it is enough to show that the
complement of < on a barrier B of order type a isa jS -weU relation for
every ß < a. It is clear that some barriers do not have this property (if B
has a subbarrier of smaUer order type the property faüs), but we wiU show that
barriers satisfying an additional condition have this property.

For notational convenience throughout this section we assume that all the
blocks B we consider are such that base(5) = N. This is not restrictive since
every block B is isomorphic to a block with base N via the increasing enumer-

ation of base(5).

Definition. A set C ç [N]<tu is smooth if for all s,s' e C such that lh(s) <
lh(i') there exists i < lh(.s) such that s(i) < s'(i).

Notice that the elements of a smooth set are incomparable under c . There-
fore every smooth block is a barrier and if C is a smooth set and s, s' e C
are such that s <s' then \h(s) < lh(j').

The foUowing alternative characterization of smoothness may give a more
intuitive feeUng for this concept: suppose the elements of C are incomparable
under c and define a partial function 9>c : [N]" -» N by letting <I>cW = «
if and only if X[n] e C. Then C is smooth if and only if

VX,X'e [Nf (®c(X), <t>c(X') exist A Vi X(i) < X'(i)

— <ï>cW<<i>c(r)).

Lemma 3.1. For any countable indecomposable ordinal a there exists a smooth
barrier B such that o.t.(B) = a.
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Proof. An easy induction shows that aU the barriers defined in part III.2.6 of
[15] are smooth.   D

Lemma 3.2. If B and B' are blocks such that o. \.(B) < o. t.(B') there exist
seB and s' e B' such that sus'.

Proof. If the conclusion fads, for any s' e B' there exists g(s') e B such that
s' E g(s') ■ The map g: B' -* B clearly preserves the lexicographic order and
shows o.t.(B') <o.t.(B).   □

A map which is bad with respect to the negation of < is a map / which
preserves <, i.e., such that s < t implies f(s) < f(t). The following lemma
about these maps will be useful also in §5.

Lemma 33. Let B be a barrier and C a smooth subset of [N]<0) .IfteB and
f :B -» C preserves < then we have

(1) lh(/(i))<lh(0;
(2) Vi <W(t)) t(i) </(/)(/)•

Proof. (1) Let lh(f) = k and for every i < k let t,■,, t\ e B be such that

Uc WO...., *(*-1). '(*- D + 1.*<*-l) + 2,...),
t'i c (/(i),--., t(k - 1), t(k -1) + 2, t(k-\) + 3,...).

Moreover let tk, t'k e B be such that

f*C(i(fc-l)+l,r(*-l) + 2,...),       t'k\z(t(k-l) + 2,t(k-l) + 3,...).

Therefore t = to = t'0, tk <tk, and for every / < k t¡ < ti+l and t\ < fi+l.
Suppose that lh(/(i)) > k so that f(t)(k) exists: since / preserves < and C
is smooth (insuring that all the sequences involved are long enough) we have

/(«)(*) = /('.)(*-!) = ••• =/(«*)((>),

f(t)(k) = f(t'x)(k-\) = --=f(t'k)(0)

against /(/*) < f(t'k).
(2) We prove this simultaneously for all / e B by induction on i. If i = 0

for every j < t(0) let tj e B be such that

tj Ç (t(0)-j, t(0)-j+l,..., t(0)-l)rt.

Therefore fy = t and for every j < t(0)  tj+l < tj. We have

/(0(0) > /(/,)(0) + 1 > • • • > f(tm)(0) +1(0) > t(0).

Now suppose / + 1 < \h(f(t)) and choose any t' e B such that t < t' : we
have f(t) < f(t') and, since C is smooth, i < \h(f(t')). By the induction
hypothesis f(t)(i + 1) = /(*')(/) > f(i) = t(i+l).   D

Lemma 3.4. If B is a barrier, B' a smooth barrier and o.t.(B) < o.X.(B') then
there exists no map f:B-*B' which preserves <.

Proof. Suppose f:B-*B' preserves < and pick, by Lemma 3.2, s e B
and s' e B' such that ses1. By Lemma 3.3 \h(f(s)) < lh(s) and Vz" <
lh(/(i)) s(i) < f(s)(i). Therefore lh(/(i)) < lh(j') and Vz < lh(/(5)) s'(i) <
f(s)(i). This contradicts the smoothness of B'.   D
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In [15] it was claimed that every barrier of indecomposable order type does
not contain a subbanier of smaUer order type: this was shown to be false in
[1], but it is true if we restrict ourselves to smooth barriers, as the foUowing
coronary shows.

Corollary 3.5. ( 1 ) Every smooth barrier does not contain a subbanier of smaller
order type.

(2) Every smooth barrier has indecomposable order type.

Proof. (1) Let B be a smooth barrier and B' be a subbarrier of B. The
identity map from B' into B obviously preserves <. By Lemma 3.4 o.t.(Z?') =
o.l.(B).

(2) foUows from (1) because every barrier with nonindecomposable order
type contains a subbanier of smaUer order type.   D

Theorem 3.6. For any countable indecomposable ordinal a there exists a partial
ordering which is not a -wqo but is ß -wqo for every ß < a. In particular, for
every countable a there exists a partial ordering which is a -wqo but not bqo.

Proof. By Theorem 1.8 it suffices to find a reflexive binary relation which is not
an a -well relation but is a ß -weU relation for any ß < a.

By Lemma 3.1 let B' be a smooth barrier such that o.t.(B') = a. Let R
be the relation on B' defined by s R t <—► s £ t. The identity map from B'
into itself shows that R is not an a -well relation. If B is a barrier such that
o.t.(B) < a Lemma 3.4 ensures that there is no map from B into B' which is
bad with respect to R.   D

Corollary 3.7. For any countable indecomposable ordinal a there exists a partial
ordering Q such that Q<a is not wqo but Q<ß is wqo for any indecomposable

ß < a. In particular, for every countable a there exists a partial ordering such
that Q<a is wqo but Q is not wqo.

Proof. Immediate from Theorems 2.8 and 3.6.   D

4. Alternative definitions of a -wqo

Corollary 3.5 shows that smooth barriers have some nice properties that other
barriers may not satisfy. It is natural to ask whether there are "enough" smooth
barriers so that the definition of a -wqo (and hence also of bqo) can be modified
to deal only with maps with domain a smooth barrier. This is indeed the case
and wiU be proved in this section. We will also give another definition of a -wqo

by measuring barriers and blocks not by their order type but by their height.
Even if we will not state this explicitly all these arguments apply also to the

definition of a -weU relation.

Definition. If B Ç [N]<CÜ is such that two elements of B are incomparable
under c let

T(B) = {se [base(B)]<(a \ Vz < lh(í) s[I\ $B),

T*(B) = {se [base(B)]<w | 3/ e T(B) t«s},

where t^s means that lh(r) = lh(s) and Vz < lh(s) t(i) < s(i). Both T(B)
and T*(B) are trees and we define B* = LT-(B) ■

Notice that LT(B) = B and T(B*) = T*(B).
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Lemma 4.1. B* is smooth.

Proof. Suppose that s, s' e B* are such that lh(s) < Ui(j') and Vz < lh(s) s'(i)
< s(i). Since s' e T*(B) there exists t' e T(B) such that f'«j'. If / =
fTUi(j) + 1] we have t e T(B) and t < jh(j'(Ui(j))) , that is ^j'(lh(j))) €
T*(B). This contradicts s e LT.(B) = B*.   D

Definition. If B is a block then T(B) is a well-founded tree and we define the
height of B by letting ht(5) = ht(T(B)).

Lemma 4.2. If B is a block then the following hold:

( 1 )   T*(B) isa well-founded tree.
(2) B* is a smooth barrier.
(3) ht(B*) = ht(B).

Proof. (1) Suppose T*(B) is not weU-founded and let X e \base(B)]w be
such that Vz X[i] e T*(B). Then for every i there exists t e T(B) such
that t^X[i]. Hence the tree {te T(B) | t<zX[\n(t)]} is an infinite finitely
branching tree and by Konig's lemma is not well-founded. A fortiori T(B) is
not well-founded against B being a block.

(2) By Lemma 4.1 to prove that B* is a smooth barrier it suffices to show that
it is a block. It is clear that two elements of B* axe incomparable under c. Let
X e [base(.B)f : by (1) there exists k such that X[k] e T*(B) and X[k+1] i
T*(B). To complete the proof it suffices to show that X[k] e B* = LT-(B),

that is that for every n we have X[k]-\ri) i T*(B). If X[kY\n) e T*(B)
there exists r\m) e T(B) such that t^X[k] and m <n. Therefore t £ B
and hence f\X(k)) e T(B). But f\X(k))^X[kY\X(k)) = X[k + 1] and
therefore X[k + 1] e T*(B), a contradiction.

(3) By induction on T*(B) (which is weU-founded by (1)) it is easy to prove
that for aU í € T*(B) we have htT^B)(s) = max{htr(Ä)(i) I t e T(B) AZ<i}
(this uses the fart that for every s e T*(B) the set {te T(B) \t^s} is finite).
Therefore ht(F*(5)) = h\(T(B)) and hence ht(R*) = h\(B).   D

Definition. Let a be a countable ordinal and Q a quasi-ordering, ß is smooth-
ly a-wqo if for every smooth barrier B with o. \.(B) < a every map from B
into ß is good, ß is height- a -wqo if for every block B with bX(B) < a every

map from B into Q is good.

Theorem 43. Let a be a countable ordinal and Q a quasi-ordering. Then the
following are equivalent:

(1) ß is of-wqo.
(2) Q is smoothly co°-wqo.
(3) ß is height- a -wqo.
(A) ß<tö° is wqo.

Proof. It is obvious that (1) implies (2) whüe (4) implies (1) foUows from
Theorem 2.8.

To show that (2) impUes (3) suppose f:B-*Q is bad where B is a block
with ht(R) < a. By Lemma 4.2(3) we have ht(T*(B)) < a and hence, by
Lemma 2.3, o.t.(B*) < of. Moreover, by Lemma 4.2(2), B* is a smooth
barrier. Define f*: B* -> Q by f*(s) = f(t) where t is the unique element of
B such that tQs. f* is bad and shows that ß is not smoothly caf -wqo.
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In §2 we proved that (1) implies (4). To prove that (3) implies (4) shght
modifications of a couple of those proofs are sufficient: Lemma 2.1 needs an
application of Lemma 1.2 to start with, whüe in the proof of Lemma 2.4 B is
precisely a block with ht(B) < a (if we begin with a bad sequence in 2f<uf.).

The remaining parts of §2 apply also if the original hypothesis is (3) in place of

(1).    D

Corollary 4.4. Let Q be a quasi-ordering. Then the following are equivalent.

(1) ß is bqo.
(2) Every map from a smooth barrier into Q is good.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.3.   D

5. Bqo is complete U\

In this section we study the complexity of the notion of better-quasi-ordering
using techniques and concepts from recursion theory and descriptive set theory
and in particular we establish the position of bqo in the analytical hierarchy.
For background on these subjects see [18] and [11].

Definition. Let SB = { e \ e is an index for a recursive bqo } and B = {Q e 2"\
ß is a code for a bqo on N.

An immediate Tarski-Kuratowski computation shows that 3§ is a nj subset

of N and B is a (lightface) W\ subset of the Cantor space 2W. We wiU show

that 3S is complete W\, i.e., that for every Tl\ set P ç N there exists a
primitive recursive function / : N -» N such that Vn(n e P *—► f(n) e 3§).
This implies that â§ is not 1\. We wiU also show that B is complete W\,

i.e., that for every n^ set P ç of1 there exists a recursive functional (i.e., a
continuous function with a recursive code) F: of -* 2m such that VX(X e
P <—► F(X) e B). This implies that B is not Ij and also that B is a
complete (boldface) n^ set. This latest completeness means that the previous

property holds for all (not necessarily recursively coded) \1\ subsets of tûa> if
we allow F to be an arbitrary continuous function.

AU these results wiU foUow from the foUowing lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let P c cow be a Ity set. For each g ecow we can define, primitive
recursively in g, a reflexive binary relation Rg on a countable set Qg such that
g e P if and only if Rg is a better relation. Moreover there is a primitive
recursive functional taking g into (Qg,Rg).

Proof. By the Kleene normal form theorem (using the fact that [N]£tí is isomor-
phic to cow) there exists a recursive set C c\Jnco" x2n x [N]" such that

g € p «_> v/€ 2" 3X e [Nf V/z (g[n],f[n], X[n])  i C.

We suppose that ((),(),()) i C (otherwise P = 0 and for every g we
can take Rg to be a fixed primitive recursive non-better relation). Moreover
we can suppose that C consists of sequences incomparable under c.

Throughout this proof o and a' will denote sequences in 2<<0, whüe s and
s' will denote elements of [N]<t0.

Let g ecow be fixed and define Cg = {(o, s) | (g[lh(cr)], a, s) e C} and

C*g = {(a, s) | Vi «5 3z < lh(5) (<7[z], t[i]) eCg}.
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Notice that C* is primitive recursive in g. For any / e 2a let Cg>/ = {s \

(f[\h(s)], s) e Cg). Notice that the elements of Cgj are incomparable under
C and, using the constructions of §4, define C* ,. Let Qg = {(a, s) e C* \

Vz < lh(i) (a[i], s[i]) $ C*} and define a binary relation Rg on Qg by

(o, s)Rg(o',s') <—► o %o'y s-fis'.

Notice that Qg and Rg aie primitive recursive in g and that by the unifor-
mity of the construction there is a primitive recursive functional taking g into

(Qg,Rg)-
To complete the proof of the lemma by showing that g e P if and only if

Rg is a better relation we need the following sublemma.

Sublemma. For any f and s we have that s e C* f ifandonlyif(f\fh(s)], s) e

Qz-
Proof.  (=¡>) Suppose that s e C* j = LT.(Cg ,): forevery n s~(n) i T*(Cgj)

and we have that if t^s, for every n  t\n) $ T(Cgj). This implies that
there exists i < \h(s) such that t[i] e Cg f and therefore (/[/], t[i]) e Cg.
Hence (/[lh(j)], s) e C*g .

Moreover there exists t e T(Cg j) such that t<&s. Therefore for every i <
lh(s) we have t[i] £ C?>/,thatis (f[i],t[i]) i Cg and hence (f[i], s[i]) i
C*g. This implies that (f\fh(s)] ,s)eQg-

(<=) If (/[lh(s)], s) e C*g and Vz < \b(s) (f[i], s[i]) £ C*g then for every
r«s there exists i < \h(s) suchthat (f[i], t[i]) e Cg and for at least one t this
z is lh(s). Hence Vf «s 3z < lh(j) t[i] e Cg<f and 3t<s t e Cgtf. Therefore

s e T*(Cg f) and for every n  s^n) i  T*(Cg f).  Thus s e LT.{C f) =

First suppose g ef but Rg is not a better relation: there exist a barrier B
with base(fi) = N and a map F: B —» Qg which is bad with respect to Rg .

Let us write F(t) = (G(t), H(t)). The badness of F means that whenever
t,t' eB are such that t < t' we have (1) G(t) ç G(t') and (2) H(t) < H(t').
From (1) it foUows that for some / 6 2m we have Vi e B G(t) c / (this is
because, if <* is the transitive closure of <, for any t,t' e B there exists
ueB such that t <* u and t' <* u). By the sublemma rng(/T) ç C* j. Since

g e P there exists X e [N]" such that Vn (f[n], X[n]) i Cg. If t e B is
such that tax, since H preserves < and C* , is smooth by Lemma 4.1,

Lemma 3.3(2) applies and Vz < \h(H(t)) X(i) < H(t)(i) : it is then easy to see
that F(t) = (f[lh(H(t))], H(t)) t C*g,a contradiction.

Now assume g $ P : for some / e 2m we have VA" e [N]w 3/z X[n] e

Cgj. Therefore Cgj is a block and hence, by Lemma 4.2(2), C* , is a

smooth barrier. Define F: C* , -* Qg by F(s) = (f[lh(s)], s). It is immediate

to check that F is bad with respect to Rg and hence Rg is not a better
relation.   D

Theorem 5.2. 3S is complete XT\.

Proof. For every n € N let g„ e cow be the function such that for every i
g„(i) = n. Let P ç N be a n] set: define P ç cow so that Vn(n e P <—►

g„ e P). This can be done in such a way that P is H\. For every n e N let
Rgn be the reflexive binary relation given by Lemma 5.1 and let <„ ç Rgñ be
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the partial ordering given by CoroUary 1.9. Then ■<„ is uniformly primitive
recursive in g„ and there is a primitive recursive function / such that f(n)
is an index for ■<„. Then V/z e N (n e P <—► f(n) e 38) and the proof is
complete.   D

Theorem 53. B is complete W\.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5.1 and CoroUary 1.9.   D
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